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Timothy Taylor is honoured to present Freeform, an exhibition of works by Jean Dubuffet,
Simon Hantaï and Charlotte Perriand. Presented is a meeting of art and design through a dialogue of
formal structure and organic forms, as defined by three French pioneers working across mediums of
painting, sculpture and furniture.
Driven by egalitarian and populist ideals, Charlotte Perriand believed that considered design could
have a positive impact on everyday life and, in turn, on society at large. Having rejected the established
Beaux-Arts style as a student, Perriand joined Le Corbusier’s studio at the age of 24, which allowed her
to pursue an approach to Modernism that brought together both intellectual and material values.
It was following her work with Le Corbusier that Perriand started to develop her ‘Free-Form’ furniture,
which harnessed a powerful new approach to design. Taking forms inspired by objects in nature,
Perriand generated furniture that was functional, true to raw materials, and responsive to human
gestures and interactions. The wooden tables from this period were defined by organic contours, or
geometric shapes softened with rounded corners, which avoided collisions in small spaces. The
positioning of the legs closer to the centre also took into consideration the ergonomics of people’s
knees when sat at the table.
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The first ‘Free-Form’ table emerged in 1954, shaped in response to Perriand’s small Montparnasse
studio. As Perriand’s biographer Jacques Barsac explains, “the Free-Forms themselves demonstrated a
poetic functionalism on the human scale in which each form was rigorously tailored to its use and its
production method, while retaining a freedom of composition.”
Whilst Perriand was compelled by conscious design and an awareness of surroundings, Jean Dubuffet’s
output was largely driven by a productive unconscious. Each of the sculptures exhibited is connected to
Hourloupe, Dubuffet’s longest cycle, which first appeared in 1962 and continued through to 1974.
Initially executed on paper, Dubuffet’s adventures in automatism resulted in drawings and paintings
made up of multiple cells, where each space comes to life both as an individual element, and as a
component within a larger structure.
As the Hourloupe series progressed, the images became more corporeal and quickly developed into vast
polystyrene sculptures, a material which Dubuffet favoured as it allowed “the light to emanate from
the strata”. Though denying an apparent thought process in the initial design, Dubuffet explained how
he wanted to give “monumental dimensions to these unrestricted graphics, these graphics that escape
from the paper’s surface which usually serves as a support”. In this translation of works on paper into
three-dimensional space, Dubuffet wanted to activate a cerebral response where the viewer was not
only in front of but inside the image; being integrated in, and directly confronted by, the forces of
fantasy and reality. The resulting sculptures engage with notions of nature and artifice. The clean
colours and linear outlines retain a connection to graphic drawing, whilst the physical presence engages
a hybrid aesthetic that sits between landscape and architecture.
A defining characteristic of the Hourloupe cycle was the manifestation of a belief that there is
continuity between objects, places and figures, much like Simon Hantaï ’s Meun paintings which were
developed through his ‘pliage’ technique and resulted in bold, amorphous, images of chance.
In 1960, Hantaï first developed ‘pliage’, a technique where the canvas is crumpled and folded, then
doused in colourful paint. Later, as the canvas is unfolded, the work is revealed for the first time, with
areas of positive and negative space having been determined by the element of chance inherent to this
technique. Hantaï explained how he tied the canvas “in the four corners, big knots, and in the middle of
the crude bag a string which strangles it”. Unlike the initial ‘pliage’ works, there is no centre or axis in
the Meuns; the form is liberated and left open to interpretation with the bold resulting images hinting
at a figure, whilst also carrying the spontaneity of their conception.
The Meun paintings followed a year long ‘silence’ during which Hantaï retreated from the Parisian art
world, and abstained from painting. In 1966, a move to Meun - a small village in the Fontainbleau
Forest - broke this hiatus through the regenerative impact of a new environment, an unfamiliar
studio and excellent light, allowing for a surge in energy to develop ‘pliage’. As Hantaï explained,
“folding came out of nothing. You simply had to put yourself in the place of those who had never seen
anything; put yourself in the canvas. You could fill a folded canvas without knowing where the edge was.
You have no idea where it will stop.”
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Notes to Editors
Charlotte Perriand
Considered one of the most influential figures in design and architecture from the early Modern
movement, Charlotte Perriand (1903-1999) was instrumental in introducing the ‘machine age’ aesthetic
to interior design through the steel, aluminium and glass furniture she created at Le Corbusier’s studio
in the late 1920s and 1930s. Following this, Perriand continued to experiment with different materials;
developing functional furniture for the masses which perfectly balanced utility and beauty.
Perriand’s acclaimed designs include the LC2 Grand Comfort chair and the B306 chaise longue. She has
been celebrated through retrospectives at the Design Museum, London and Musée des Arts Décoratifs,
Paris.
Simon Hantaï
Born in Bia, near Budapest, in 1922, Simon Hantaï emigrated to France in 1948, where he lived and
worked until his death in 2008. Hantaï enjoyed great success in France during his lifetime, culminating
in his representing France at the Venice Biennale in 1982. In 2013 the Centre Pompidou, Paris, mounted
a major retrospective of Hantaï’s career, which brought his significant artistic contribution to a new and
responsive audience. In 2014 further retrospectives were staged in Europe – at the Ludwig Museum in
Budapest and the Villa Medici in Rome.
Hantaï’s work is held in public and private collections internationally, including the Musée d’art
Moderne de la Ville de Paris; Centre Pompidou, Paris; Museum of Modern Art, New York; and the
Hirshhorn Museum and Sculpture Garden, Washington.
Jean Dubuffet
Well-known for founding Art Brut – art produced outside of the confines of academic art – Jean
Dubuffet (1901-1985) championed the need to continually question the established conditions of art,
culture and society. Throughout his life, Dubuffet consistently challenged the canon and convention,
and for this reason, his work and ideas remain compelling and relevant.
In his lifetime, Dubuffet was the subject of twelve major museum retrospectives including The Museum
of Modern Art (1962); Tate, London (1966); Stedelijk Museum, Amsterdam (1966); and the Solomon R.
Guggenheim Museum (1973, 1981). Dubuffet’s work can be found in more than fifty public collections
worldwide.
Laffanour Galerie Downtown, Paris, specialise in furniture by European and American pioneers of
design from the 20th Century, and have contributed to this exhibition with a selection of original pieces
by Charlotte Perriand.
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